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Move your time
Move Your Time is the first fruit
of the collaboration between
Meneghello Paolelli Associati
and Fratelli Guzzini. It’s a
universal, adjustable clock with
simple, elegant lines in the
ever-popular black and white,
with a system that adapts it
very effectively to all furnishing
needs. Move Your Time can be
a simple wall clock, hanging
from its wire, or can also
become a convenient tabletop or wall clock with up-down
and right-left adjustment,
thanks to a mechanism that
ensures both stability and
mobility.
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The One
“The One” represents a
new evolutionary step in
the ceramic field. Rimless,
thin-rim, small in size and an
inset seat cover with no hinge
system make this collection
absolutely revolutionary and
unique. Without the rim,
this technology allows the
elimination of the ceramic
chamber and the reduction of
edge resulting in a bigger bowl
in same dimensions.
The hallmark of “The One” is
its hingless seat cover (patent
pending) which is built into
the slim rim. The Wood-Skin®
technology allows the creation
of the seat cover through
the milling of a unique sheet,
highly resistant and only 10mm
slim. Easy take off seat, total
cleaning. The inset seat cover
highlights the thin rim even
when closed, respecting the
formal simmetry with the bidet.
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Outdoor furniture
The first partnership between
Meneghello Paolelli Associati
and EMU, the Umbria-based
manufacturer of outdoor
furniture, makes its debut at
the Salone del Mobile 2019.
Fruit of this new venture, the
outdoor seating collection is a
combination/contamination of
Textiles, Texturing and Wood.
The collection is a perfect
synthesis between the core
business of EMU and the
lateral thinking of Meneghello
Paolelli Associati: a synthesis
between company history and
material innovation in which
an aluminium structural base
supports a “wood fabric”, which
is modelled onto it to become
a seat and backrest.
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